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Recent years have seen a fascinating pollination of ideas from quantum theories to elastodynamics—a theory
that phenomenologically describes the time-dependent macroscopic response of materials. Here, we open route
to transfer additional tools from non-Hermitian quantum mechanics. We begin by identifying the differences
and similarities between the one-dimensional elastodynamics equation and the time-independent Schrödinger
equation, and finding the condition under which the two are equivalent. Subsequently, we demonstrate the ap-
plication of the non-Hermitian perturbation theory to determine the response of elastic systems; calculation of
leaky modes and energy decay rate in heterogenous solids with open boundaries using a quantum mechanics
approach; and construction of degeneracies in the spectrum of these assemblies. The latter result is of tech-
nological importance, as it introduces an approach to harness extraordinary wave phenomena associated with
non-Hermitian degeneracies for practical devices, by designing them in simple elastic systems. As an example
of such application, we demonstrate how an assembly of elastic slabs that is designed with two degenerate shear
states according to our scheme, can be used for mass sensing with enhanced sensitivity by exploiting the unique
topology near the exceptional point of degeneracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of matter at the subatomic level is described
by quantum mechanics. The computational complexity as-
sociated with the theory at the macroscopic scale renders it
infeasible to describe the observable mechanics of materials,
and hence continuum mechanics is used [1]. Despite the huge
difference in the length scale that the two theories were de-
veloped for, fascinating realizations of quantum phenomena
were demonstrated using macroscopic systems in recent years
[2]. Examples include the Hall effect [3, 4], geometric phase
[5], and negative refraction [6–10]. Special attention is given
to extraordinary transport properties based on PT symme-
try [11–18], which corresponds to the commutativity of an
operator with combined parity-time reversal operators. This
concept originated form the discovery in quantum mechan-
ics that Hamiltonians exhibiting this symmetry can have real
eigenvalues, even if they are not Hermitian [19]. One the ad-
vantages of Non-Hermitian Quantum Mechanics (NHQM) is
its quantification of the conditions for the existence of PT -
symmetric Hamiltonians with a real spectrum [20].

The source of these analogies originates from the connec-
tion between the governing equations in the different branches
of physics. The analogy between the time-independent
Schrödinger equation and the scalar elastodynamic equation
that appears in part of the literature identifies the transforma-
tion

V̂ (x)−E→ ω2

c2(x)

where V̂ (x) is the potential in the quantum Hamiltonian and E
is the energy, and in the elastic counterpart ω and c(x) are the
wave frequency and velocity, respectively. However, this anal-
ogy is flawed, since it mixes the operator and its eigenvalues.
Using a simple transformation, we here first identify the term
that appears in the one-dimensional elastodynamics equation
and absent from the time-independent Schrödinger equation.
In turn, this derivation allows us to determine the condition

under which the two equations are equivalent. Following this
analysis, we apply tools from the non-Hermitian formalism
of quantum mechanics to elastodynamics, in addition to those
transferred recently [21, 22], as described next.

First, we show the application of the time-independent
Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory of quantum me-
chanics to elastodynamics [23, 24]. This theory provides
the solutions of a perturbed Hamiltonian in terms of a series
expansion about an Hermitian Hamiltonian, where its non-
Hermitian formalism determines the radius of convergence
by extending the perturbation to the complex plane. By way
of example, we consider an elastic assembly composed of a
PMMA slab that is perfectly bonded between two steel slabs
which are fixed at the ends. We apply the aforementioned
theory to calculate the shear response of an elastic assembly
whose properties are complex perturbations of the original as-
sembly. This response is given in terms of a perturbation ex-
pansion, for which we calculate its radius of convergence [25].
Importantly, in this process we also calculate the exceptional
point (EP)—the point at which the spectrum of the perturbed
assembly has a non-Hermitian degeneracy, where two of its
eigenmodes coalesce, together with their corresponding com-
plex frequencies [26–28]. This occurs in our example for an
assembly comprising a lossy slab with specific viscoelastic
shear modulus [29].

Subsequently, we present a proof of concept how this as-
sembly, i.e., an elastic assembly with non-Hermitian degener-
acy in its spectrum, can be utilized for mass sensing with en-
hanced sensitivity. Specifically, by a combination of algebraic
arguments and numerical calculations, we show that when a
mass is deposited, the degenerate frequency of the elastic as-
sembly splits into two frequencies, such that the splitting is
proportional to the square root of the mass. This phenomenon
is the physical manifestation of the topology near an EP in the
spectrum of our elastodynamic problem. Accordingly, mea-
surement of the frequency splitting quantifies the weight of
the deposited mass, with higher mass responsivity at small
masses. By contrast, standard mechanical sensors measure
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the shift in the mechanical resonant frequency, which scales
linearly with the deposited mass, hence of inferior sensitiv-
ity at small masses [30, 31]. Indeed, the square-root topology
near an EP has been used in other systems for sensing [32, 33],
most recently by Djorwe et al. [34] using optomechanical cav-
ities coupled by mechanical resonators.

The second analogy we draw is between the NHQM for-
malism of the particle in a box model and the previous elastic
assembly, when the steel slabs are semi-infinite. This prob-
lem corresponds to a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, owing to
(radiation) outgoing boundary conditions. Only in the non-
Hermitian formalism of quantum mechanics the poles of the
scattering matrix are associated with metastable states, where
the imaginary part of the poles provides the resonance width,
or rate of decay of resonance state [35]. Here, we obtain the
physical counterparts of these quantities in the elastodynamic
settings. Specifically, we show that the imaginary part of the
poles of the elastic scattering matrix equals half the decay rate
of the mechanical energy in the PMMA slab, associated with
leaky modes in the elastic assembly.

Finally, we develop a real perturbation theory for the non-
Hermitian system using the NHQM complex scaling method
[36, 37]. With the framework developed in this Section, we
are able to derive the eigenstates of the perturbed Hamilto-
nian as an expansion about a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with
real parameters, such as the stiffness and length of a fourth
slab in our example. Thereby, we constitute a framework to
analyze and construct degeneracies by real perturbations, al-
though its numerical study is beyond our scope here [38]. It
has already been established that systems exhibit extraordi-
nary behavior in the vicinity of non-Hermitian degeneracies,
such as ultra-sensitivity [39] (as we also demonstrate in the
sequel), Berry phase acquiring [40], and asymmetric scatter-
ing properties [41, 42]. Accordingly, our framework offers an
approach to achieve such extraordinary wave phenomena by
designing non-Hermitian degeneracies in simple elastic sys-
tems, without the need for external gain and loss as in the
works mentioned earlier.

The results described above are presented in the follow-
ing order. Section II provides a short summary of the elas-
todynamics equations, and specifically their reduced form
in the scalar (one-dimensional) setting. Section III identi-
fies the similarities and differences between the scalar elas-
todynamic equation and the time-independent Schrödinger
equation, based on a transformation we develop. Section
IV formulates the elastic counterpart of the NHQM time-
independent Rayleigh-Schrödinger theory, demonstrates the
calculation of the radius of convergence for our model slabs
problem, and importantly determines the EP in the spectrum
of the slabs. Section V demonstrates how the elastic assem-
bly that exhibits a non-Hermitian degeneracy can be utilized
for mass sensing with enhanced sensitivity. Section VI details
the calculation of metastable states and energy decay when
the steel slabs are semi-infinite, using the analogy with the
NHQM particle in a box model. The development of a real
perturbation theory for non-Hermitian elastic systems is car-
ried out in Section VII. A summary of our results and outlook
concludes the paper in Section VIII.

II. THE ELASTODYNAMICS EQUATIONS IN
CONTINUUM MECHANICS

The continuum governing equations are based on the hy-
pothesis that the inter-particle forces can be replaced by the
stress tensor field σσσ ; in terms of σσσ , the balance of linear mo-
mentum yields [43]

∇ ·σσσ(x, t) = ρ (x, t) ü(x, t), (1)

where ρ is the mass density and u is the displacement vector
field of material points. The stress is related to the displace-
ment field via the constitutive equation

σσσ = C(x)∇u, (2)

where C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor. If the material
is locally isotropic, the tensor C is a function of the Laḿe
parameters µ (x) and λ (x), and the combination of Eqs. (1)-
(2) can be put in the form

{∇ [λ (x)∇ ·+2µ (x)∇·]−∇× [µ (x)∇×]}u = ρ (x) ü. (3)

Eq. (3) exposes the unique coupling in elastodynamics be-
tween the volumetric part of the vector field, proportional
to ∇ · u, and its transverse or shear part, proportional to
∇× u. This coupling has a significant effect on the Her-
miticity of the system, discussed elsewhere [10]. When con-
sidering one-dimensional motions, the coupling is eliminated
and the problem reduces to a scalar one. Using the ansatz
u(x, t) =U(x)e−iωt , Eq. (3) then reduces to

− d
dx

µ̃
d
dx

U (x) = ρ (x)ω2U (x) , (4)

where µ̃ = µ when the displacements are normal to the x di-
rection (termed transverse or shear waves), and µ̃ = λ + 2µ
when the displacements are along the x direction (termed pres-
sure or volumetric waves). In what follows we focus on the
former, bearing in mind that the same analysis holds for the
latter, by carrying out a change of modulus.

III. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
1D ELASTODYNAMIC EQUATION AND THE

TIME-INDEPENDENT SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

The objective of this Section is to transform the equation of
elastodynamics in the one-dimensional case to a Schrödinger-
type equation, in order to highlight the similarities and differ-
ences between them. To this end, we first multiply Eq. (4) by
µ−1 (x), and define c2 (x) = µ (x)/ρ (x) to obtain

− 1
µ

d
dx

µ
d
dx

U =
ω2

c2 U. (5)

Observe that in terms of the variable η (x) = µ−1 (x), the left-
hand side equals

−η
d
dx

1
η

d
dx

U =

[
1
η

dη
dx

d
dx
− d2

dx2

]
U. (6)
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Using the ansatz u(x, t) = U(x)exp(�iwt), Eq. (3) then re-
duces to

� d
dx

µ̃
d
dx

U (x) = r (x)w2U (x) , (4)

where µ̃ = µ when the displacements are normal to the x di-
rection (termed transverse or shear waves), and µ̃ = l + 2µ
when the displacements are along the x direction (termed pres-
sure or volumetric waves). In what follows we focus on the
former, bearing in mind that the same analysis holds for the
latter, by carrying out a change of modulus.

III. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
1D ELASTODYNAMIC EQUATION AND THE

SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

The objective of this Section is to transform the equation of
elastodynamics in the one-dimensional case to a Schrödinger-
type equation, in order to highlight the similarities and differ-
ences between them. To this end, we first multiply Eq. (4) by
h (x) = µ�1 (x), and manipulate the resultant equation to the
form µa


1
h

dh
dx

d
dx

� d2

dx2

�
U (x) = w2U (x) , (5)

where c =
p

µ/r, or, in terms of n2 (x) = h (x),


2

1
n

dn
dx

d
dx

� d2

dx2

�
U (x) = c�2 (x)w2U (x) . (6)

Employing the transformation U (x) = n(x)Y(x) and multi-
plying Eq. (6) by c2/n provide

ĤY(x) = w2Y(x) , (7)

where Ĥ = T̂ +V̂CM with

T̂ = �c2 (x)
d2

dx2 , V̂CM = 2
✓

c(x)
n(x)

dn
dx

◆2

� c2 (x)
n(x)

d2n
dx2 . (8)

The operator V̂CM , which is a local function of x and does not
involve spatial derivatives, can be interpreted as the potential
of a conservative force. By further separating T̂ according to

T̂ = T̂QM + T̂CM, T̂QM = � d
dx

c2 (x)
d
dx

, T̂CM =
dc2

dx
d
dx

, (9)

we can identify the analogy between T̂QM with the kinetic en-
ergy operator in the Schrödinger equation of an electron with
an effective mass

meff(x) =
1

2c2(x)
, (10)

that varies when the electron traverses different semiconduc-
tors. The difference between the equations thus amounts to
T̂CM .

To draw the analogy with the NHQM model problem of a
particle in a box with outgoing boundary conditions, we con-
sider the prevalent case of a solid that is composed of dif-
ferent homogeneous slabs. The medium properties are there-
fore piecewise constant. For simplicity, we consider two con-
stituents, say, material a with ra and µa, which is perfectly
bonded at x = ±l to two infinite slabs made of a stiffer mate-
rial b with rb and µb > µa. If we further assume that

µa

ra
=

µb

rb
, (11)

then T̂CM vanishes, and the corresponding potential V̂CM ex-
hibits a potential well between two infinite barriers, owing to
the jump discontinuities of µ (x), and hence of n(x). In the
equivalent quantum particle in a box model, there are reso-
nance phenomena and metastable states associated with com-
plex eigenvalues that are elegantly analyzed and explained us-
ing NHQM formalism [1] In the sequel, we will show that
this formalism establishes a powerful machinery to study cor-
responding elastodynamic phenomena, even when restriction
(11) is removed and the exact analogy is broken.

Consider next the transformation U (x) = r�1/2 (x)Y(x),
which upon substitution into Eq. (4) and multiplication of the
result by r�1/2 (x) provides a different representation of the
Hamiltonian, namely,

Ĥ = � 1p
r (x)

d
dx

µ (x)
d
dx

1p
r (x)

. (12)

For real moduli, this Hamiltonian is Hermitian if it operates on
functions that vanish at the boundary, and the eigenfunctions
{Y(x)} are orthogonal to each other. In such cases, the In
the next Section will first demonstrate the application NHQM
Perturbation theory to such a case.

IV. NHQM PERTURBATION THEORY FOR
ELASTODYNAMICS: THE MODEL PROBLEM OF A

FINITE SLAB

In quantum mechanics, the standard time-independent
Rayleigh-Schrödinger equation provides the solutions of a
perturbed Hamiltonian in terms of a series expansion about
an Hermitian Hamiltonian. The NHQM formalism allows to
determine the radius of convergence, by extending the pertur-
bation to the complex plane and calculating the exceptional
point at which the perturbed Hamiltonian has a non-Hermitian
degeneracy.

In this Section, we calculate the eigenfrequencies and
eigenmodes of our elastodynamic system, when the slabs are
finite, resulting with an Hermitian Hamiltonian. We further
determine the radius of convergence of the elastodynamic
counterpart of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger expansion, by cal-
culating the exceptional point in the spectrum of a perturbed
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.

Thus, we truncate the assembly at x = ±L (Fig. *), and
fix the boundaries such that the displacement vanishes at the
ends. A straightforward verification of the Hermiticity con-
dition shows that the resultant Hamiltonian is Hermitian. The

2
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FIG. 1. An assembly of three elastic slabs. The Hermitian case cor-
responds to fixed boundaries at x =±L, and the non-Hermitian case
corresponds to an infinite assembly with outgoing boundary condi-
tions.

By further defining n2 (x) = η (x), we rewrite Eq. (5) as
[

2
1
n

dn
dx

d
dx
− d2

dx2

]
U =

ω2

c2 U. (7)

Finally, we employ the transformation U (x) = n(x)Ψ(x) and
multiply Eq. (7) by c2/n to achieve the form

ĤΨ(x) = ω2Ψ(x) , (8)

where ω2 is the eigenvalue, and Ĥ = T̂ +V̂CM with

T̂ =−c2 (x)
d2

dx2 , V̂CM = 2
(

c(x)
n(x)

dn
dx

)2

− c2 (x)
n(x)

d2n
dx2 . (9)

The operator V̂CM , which is a local function of x and does not
involve spatial derivatives, can be interpreted as the potential
of a conservative force. By further separating T̂ according to

T̂ = T̂QM + T̂CM, T̂QM =− d
dx

c2 (x)
d
dx

, T̂CM =
dc2

dx
d
dx

, (10)

we can identify T̂QM with the kinetic energy operator in the
Schrödinger equation of an electron with an effective mass

meff(x) =
1

2c2(x)
, (11)

that varies when the electron traverses different semiconduc-
tors. The difference between the equations thus amounts to
T̂CM—this term does not have the form of a kinetic energy
operator nor a potential, as it involves one spatial derivative.

To draw the analogy with the NHQM model problem of a
particle in a box with outgoing boundary conditions, we con-
sider the prevalent case of a solid that is composed of dif-
ferent homogeneous slabs. The medium properties are there-
fore piecewise constant. For simplicity, we consider two con-
stituents, say, material a with ρa and µa, which is perfectly
bonded at x =±l to two infinite slabs made of a stiffer mate-
rial b with ρb and µb > µa (Fig. 1).

If we further assume that
µa

ρa
=

µb

ρb
, (12)

then T̂CM vanishes; in this case—and this case only—there
is an exact analogy between the one-dimensional equation of

elastodynamics and the time-independent Schrödinger equa-
tion. The corresponding potential V̂CM exhibits a potential
well between two infinite barriers (spikes), owing to the jump
discontinuities of µ (x), and hence of n(x). In the equiva-
lent quantum particle in a box model, there are resonance
phenomena and metastable states associated with complex
eigenvalues that are elegantly analyzed and explained using
the NHQM formalism [35]. In the sequel, we will show
that this formalism establishes a powerful machinery to study
corresponding elastodynamic phenomena, even when restric-
tion (12) is removed and the exact analogy is broken. Be-
fore we proceed, it is useful to note that for two-dimensional
elastodynamics, by contrast, an exact analogy with the time-
independent Schrödinger equation always exists. To show
this, it is sufficient to consider anti-plane shear waves of the
form

u(x,y, t) = Y (y)ei(kxx−ωt) (13)

propagating in a medium that is laminated in the y direction.
In each lamina, Eq. (3) reduces to the following equation for
Y (y)

[
d2

dy2 +
ω2

c2 (y)

]
Y (y) = k2

xY (y) . (14)

In this case, it is possible to identify k2
x (not ω2) as the

eigenvalue to be determined, d2/dy2 with the kinetic en-
ergy operator, and ω2/c2 (y) with the potential. Physically,
Eq. (14) represents the question: given excitation frequency
and mechanical properties, what would be the propagation
constant in the direction perpendicular to the material mod-
ulation? cf. Ref. [44] on a similar analogy between the time-
independent Schrödinger equation and Maxwell equations.

Returning to the one-dimensional problem, we consider
next the transformation U (x) = ρ−1/2 (x)Ψ(x), which upon
substitution into Eq. (4) and its multiplication by ρ−1/2 (x)
provides a different representation of the Hamiltonian,
namely,

Ĥ =− 1√
ρ (x)

d
dx

µ (x)
d
dx

1√
ρ (x)

. (15)

For real moduli, this Hamiltonian is Hermitian if it operates on
functions that vanish at the boundary of the problem domain,
and therefore the eigenfunctions {Ψ(x)} are orthogonal one
to each other; the application of NHQM perturbation theory
to such Hermitian systems in 1D elastodynamics is demon-
strated first.

IV. NHQM PERTURBATION THEORY FOR
ELASTODYNAMICS: THE MODEL PROBLEM OF A

FINITE SLAB

In quantum mechanics, the standard time-independent
Rayleigh-Schrödinger theory provides the solutions of a per-
turbed Hamiltonian in terms of a series expansion about an
Hermitian Hamiltonian. The NHQM formalism determines

3



the radius of convergence by extending the perturbation to
the complex plane and calculating the EP—the point at which
the perturbed Hamiltonian has a non-Hermitian degeneracy
[27, 28, 35]. The process is exemplified in this Section, by
calculating first the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of an
Hermitian Hamiltonian that models an elastodynamic system
made of purely elastic and finite slabs; subsequently, we deter-
mine the convergence radius of the elastodynamic Rayleigh-
Schrödinger expansion by calculating the EP in the perturbed
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian spectrum.

Thus, we truncate the assembly at x = ±L, and fix the
boundaries such that the displacement field vanishes at the
edges. The standard procedure to calculate the real frequen-
cies starts with the ansatz

U (0) (x) =





Acoskax+Bsinkax, x < |l|,
C+ sinkb(x−L), l < x < L,
C− sinkb(x+L), −L < x <−l,

(16)

where owing to Eq. (3) and the continuity of u(x, t)

ω2 = c2
i k2

i , i = a,b, (17)

and hence ka and kb are related via

ka

kb
=

cb

ca
. (18)

The continuity of the spatial parts of the displacement and
stress at x =±l takes the form

Acoskal =C sinkb(l−L), (19)
−Aµaka sinkal = µbkbC coskb(l−L), (20)

from which the relation between the amplitudes A and C is de-
termined. The resultant transcendental equation for the eigen-
frequencies is

tan
ωl
ca

= γ tan
ω(l−L)

cb
, (odd modes) (21)

cot
ωl
ca

=−γ tan
ω(l−L)

cb
, (even modes). (22)

We denote the eigenfrequencies by {ω(0)
m }m∈N, and the

corresponding transformed eigenfunctions of Eq. (15) by
Ψ(0)

m (x). It is clear that {ω(0)
m }m∈N are real and the Hamil-

tonian is indeed Hermitian.
Consider next another assembly, obtained by replacing the

right half of the central slab by a slab whose shear stiffness
is α . The resultant Hamiltonian can be written as a sum of
the Hamiltonian of the original medium, denoted Ĥ(0), and a
perturbation αĤ(1), where

Ĥ(1) =− 1√ρa

d
dx

d
dx

1√ρa
(23)

operates on functions over 0 < x < l. Up to a critical value of
α , NHQM perturbation theory can deliver the response of the

perturbed assembly, in terms of Ψ(0)
m (x) as the zero-order so-

lutions [45]. Using the standard time-independent Rayleigh-
Schrödinger theory, we obtain the nth order correction terms
ω( j) and Ψ( j)

m (x), namely,

ω2
m(x;α) =

∞

∑
j=0

α jω2( j)
m , Ψm(x;α) =

∞

∑
j=0

α jΨ( j)
m ; (24)

the convergence of these sums is limited to values of α—
including complex values—inside a circle in the complex
plane whose origin is 0 and its radius is denoted |αEP|. This
radius equals the radius of the complex branch point at which
two adjacent modes coalesce. Thus, a non-Hermitian degen-
eracy is obtained when the conditions

Um(αEP) =Um±1(αEP)≡UEP
m , (25)

and

Ψm(x;αEP) = Ψm±1(x;αEP)≡ΨEP
m (x) (26)

are satisfied. Since for any value of α 6= αEP the two modes
Ψm(x;αEP) and Ψm±1(x;αEP) are orthogonal one to another,
at the EP ΨEP

m (x) is self-orthogonal, as the two solutions coa-
lesce [35]. To determine αEP, we first represent Ĥ(0) and Ĥ(1)

using the matrices H(0) and H(1), defined by

H(α)
mn =

∫

I
Ψ̂(0)

m Ĥ(i)Ψ̂(0)
n dx, i = 0,1, (27)

where I = [−L,L] and [0, l] when i = 0 and 1, respectively,
and

Ψ̂(0)
m = Ψ(0)

m /
∫ L

−L
Ψ2(0)

m dx. (28)

Note that the standard procedure to derive orthogonality rela-
tions for real functions provides

〈
Ψ̂(0)

m ,Ψ̂(0)
n

〉
:=
∫ L

−L
Ψ̂(0)

m Ψ̂(0)
n dx = δmn. (29)

We are now at the position to seek the smallest α for which
the matrix

H(α) = H(0)+αH(1), (30)

has an eigenvalue multiplicity, using a modified Newton’s
method [46]. To proceed with numerical computations, we
consider by way of example a middle slab made of PMMA,
which is bonded between two steel slabs, whose properties are

ρa = 1200kgm−3, µa = 1.21GPa, l = 1cm,
ρb = 7800kgm−3, µb = 78.85GPa, L = 3cm.

(31)

For simplicity, we truncate the size of H(α) to 2×2 using the
first odd and even modes.

The results are shown in Fig. 2 in a dimensionless form
(lengths are divided by L, mass densities and shear moduli
are divided by the mean value of the quantity when averaged
between the two phases).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2. (a) The inverse of the absolute value of differ-
ence between the eigenvalues as function of α . Observe that
limα→αEP

∣∣ω2
1 −ω2

2
∣∣−1

= ∞. (b) The inverse of the inner product
between the first right and left eigenvectors as function of α . Ob-
serve that limα→αEP

∣∣〈Ψ̂R1,Ψ̂L1
〉∣∣−1

= ∞. (c) The real part of the
eigenvalues as function of α . The red and blue surfaces correspond
to ω2

1 and ω2
2 , respectively. (d) The imaginary part of the eigenvalues

as function of α . (Same color legend as in the previous panel.) At
α = αEP the two eigenvalues coalesce to the complex ωEP.

Specifically, Fig. 2a shows the inverse of the absolute value
of the difference between the two eigenvalues of H versus
Reα and Imα; the peak at α ' 0.38+0.074i identifies αEP,
and hence the radius of convergence. We note that such a
value of α , i.e., with a positive imaginary part, physically
corresponds to a viscoelastic slab, and hence realzing this

EP does not require any gain. Fig. 2b shows the inverse
of the inner product between the first right (Ψ̂R1) and left
(Ψ̂L1) eigenvectors as function of α . Indeed, we observe that
limα→αEP

∣∣〈Ψ̂R1,Ψ̂L1
〉∣∣−1

= ∞, confirming that this is a non-
Hermitian degeneracy, as that the corresponding functions are
self-orthogonal [47]. Finally, we show that the spectrum in the
vicinity of the EP exhibits a Riemann surface structure—the
signature of non-Hermitian degeneracy—by plotting the real
(Fig. 2c) and imaginary (Fig. 2d) parts of ω2

1 (red surface) and
ω2

2 (blue surface). We denote for later use the frequency at the
EP by ωEP, such that

ωEP := ω1
(
α = αEP)= ω2

(
α = αEP) . (32)

V. APPLICATION TO MASS SENSING

We demonstrate next how the unique topology near the EP
can be harnessed to design a mass sensor with enhanced sen-
sitivity, based on the aforementioned assembly when tuned to
operate at the EP. First, we recall that standard mechanical
mass sensors are based on the shift in the mechanical reso-
nant frequency, owing to any deposited mass [30]. For small
masses, the shift is linear in the perturbation [31, 48]. This
linear relation can be interpreted as the first term in the Taylor
series of the frequency as function of the mass

Reω (m)−Reω (0) = ST m+O
(
m2) , (33)

where m is the mass of the deposited element, Reω (0) is the
(real part of the) resonant frequency of the unperturbed sys-
tem, and ST = ∂Reω (m)/∂m at m = 0. By contrast, there
is not a Taylor expansion of the frequency shift from an EP,
however it does admit a Puiseux Series. In case when the EP
is of two eigenvalues and eigenmodes, we have that

Reω (m)−ReωEP = SP
√

m+O (m) , (34)

with some coefficient SP. Sensing of a device is thus quan-
tified by the so-called the mass responsivity R = ∂Reω/∂m
[31, 49]. It is clear that conventional sensors have a finite R as
m→ 0, whereas for EP-based sensors

lim
m→0

∂Reω (m)

∂m
� lim

m→0

1√
m

= ∞, (35)

i.e., theoretically an infinite sensitivity, which in practice is
limited by the resolution of the frequency measurement. This
feature has been employed for sensors in different physical
systems [32, 33], and specifically in systems comprising op-
tomechanical cavities coupled by mechanical resonators [34].
Here, we apply this approach to the elastodynamic system
described in the previous section, emphasizing that its EP
does not require any realization of gain, as that assembly
comprises only elastic and viscoelastic slabs. This is car-
ried out by calculating the eigenfrequencies when a discrete
element with mass m is deposited at the center of the as-
sembly whose Hamiltonian is given by Eqs. (30)-(31) with
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FIG. 3. (a) The real part of the first (blue circles) and second (red
circles) eigenfrequencies of the our elastodynamic system, when op-
erating at an EP and augmented by a deposited mass m (in grams).
The solid lines are the functions (36), which are proportional to

√
m,

and their agreement with the calculated frequencies confirms the
square-root nature of the frequency splitting. By contrast, conven-
tional mechanical sensors are linear in m. (b) The mass responsivity
R = ∂Reω/∂m of device as function of m. Notice the theoretical
infinite responsivity in the limit of an infinitesimal mass.

α = αEP. The mass is modeled by replacing ρ (x) with
ρ (x) + δρ (x) in the Hamiltonian (15) where δρ (x) = δρ0
over −L/50 < x < L/50 such that m = δρ0L/100 [50], and
calculating the resultant eigenvalues of Eq. (30). Fig. 3a de-
picts (the real part of) the first (blue circles) and second (red
circles) eigenfrequencies for representative values of the de-
posited mass (in grams). It is shown how frequency splitting
occurs owing to the added mass, in a manner that is nonlin-
ear in the perturbation—the smaller the mass, the greater the
relative change. The solid lines are the functions

ReωEP +SP
√

m, (36)

where SP =−2.02 and 1.845 for the lower and upper curves,
respectively; the matching between Eq. (36) and the calcu-
lated frequencies thereby confirms the conjectured square root
nature of the frequencies dependency in the deposited mass.
Again, we emphasize that the scaling is linear in conventional
mechanical sensors based on the shift of the resonant fre-
quency, therefore inferior for extremely small masses.

The enhanced sensitivity near the EP is further highlighted
in Fig. 3b, by plotting the mass responsivity as function of m,
using the derivative of the fitted function (36) for the higher
frequency. Thereby, we show the theoretical infinite respon-
sivity in the limit of an infinitesimal mass.

VI. A NON-HERMITIAN MODEL PROBLEM WITH
OUTGOING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

We pursue next the analogy drawn in Section III between
the infinite elastic assembly and the model problem in NHQM
of a particle in a box with outgoing boundary conditions,
thereby presenting the physical interpretation of this theory
for elastodynamics. Specifically, we will demonstrate that the
NHQM approach will provide the so-called leaky eigenmodes
of the system, whose imaginary part of the eigenvalues deliv-
ers the decay rate of the elastic energy in the middle slab.

Accordingly, when the steel slabs now extend to±∞ and the
PMMA slab is released from some arbitrary initial shear de-
formation, we impose outgoing boundary conditions and seek
solutions to U (x) in the form

U (x) =





Acoskax+Bsinkax, x < |l|,
C+eikb(x−l), x > l,
C−e−ikb(x+l), x <−l.

(37)

(The relation between ka,kb and ω remains as in the Hermitian
problem.) The continuity of the displacement and stress at
x =±l now reads

Acoskal±Bsinkal =C±, (38)
µaka(∓Asinkal +Bcoskal) =±C±µbikb. (39)

Manipulating these equations provides

i tankal = γ, (odd modes) (40)
icotkal =−γ, (even modes) (41)

where the impedance mismatch γ is

γ =
µaka

µbkb
=

µacb

µbca
=

√
µaρa

µbρb
. (42)

Eqs. (40)-(41) are solved by

kal=−iarctanhγ +
mπ
2

, m ∈ Z, (43)

where odd and even m correspond to even and odd modes,
respectively. Hence, there are infinitely many discrete com-
plex solutions with a different real part and the same imagi-
nary part; there are no bound states associated with real solu-
tions. The obtained roots are the poles of the scattering ma-
trix, which only in the non-Hermitian formalism of quantum
mechanics delivers fundamental information on the modes,
without the need to carry out wave packet calculations. For
example, in NHQM the imaginary part of the poles provides
the resonance width, or rate of decay of resonance state [35].
Here, by analogy, the imaginary part in Eq. (43) should pro-
vide information on the decay rate of the mechanical energy.
This relation is demonstrated in Fig. 4, where the log of the
mechanical energy stored in the PMMA slab

Ea(t) =
1
2

∫ l

−l

(
µau2

,x +ρau2
,t
)

dx (44)
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is evaluated as function of t, when calculated using the finite
volume method [51] for some (real) arbitrary initial condi-
tions. Indeed, the slope of its linear interpolation (red curve)
matches -2Imω , and is independent of the form of the initial
conditions.

FIG. 4. Log of the mechanical energy stored in the PMMA slab
(normalized by as function of t (ms), calculated using a finite-volume
scheme (blue curve). The slope of its linear interpolation (red curve)
matches -2Imω .

VII. THEORY FOR REAL PERTURBATIONS IN
NON-HERMITIAN ELASTODYNAMICS: THE 1D MODEL

PROBLEM

In this last part, we are interested in developing a pertur-
bation theory to the latter problem, noting that the obstacle
lies in the divergence of Ψ(x) at ±∞. Therefore, the orthog-
onality relations (27) no longer hold, and the components of
H(0) are unbounded when calculated according to Eq. (29). To
overcome these obstacles, we first apply the complex scaling
transformation (x− l)→ (x− l)eiθ for Ψ(x > l), with suffi-
ciently large and real θ [52]. In these rotated coordinates, the
transformed function

Ψn (x > l;θ) = eikbn(x−l)ei(θ−ςn)

= ei|kbn|(x−l)cos(θ−ςn)−sin(θ−ςn)e−|kbn|(x−l)sin(θ−ςn)
(45)

with tanςn = −(nπ)−1 arctanhγ , vanishes at infinity, owing
to the second decaying exponent. Similarly, Ψ(x < −l;θ)
vanishes at −∞ by applying the transformation (x+ l) →
(x+ l)eiθ .

To establish next an orthonormal basis set, we replace the
scalar product of the Hermitian formalism with the NHQM
c-product [35], namely,

(((Ψn,Ψn))) :=
∫ −l

−∞
Ψ2

n (x;θ)dx+
∫ l

−l
Ψ2

n (x)dx+
∫ ∞

l
Ψ2

n (x;θ)dx,

(46)

To show that this product indeed delivers such a set, consider
first the third term in Eq. (46). Since the scaled function van-
ishes at infinity, the integral is zero at its upper limit, and we
are left with its value at x = l, such that
∫ ∞

l
ρbC2

n+e2ikbn(x−l)eiθ
eiθ dx =

iρb

4kbn
(1± cos2kanl) , (47)

where we used that fact that Cn+ = coskanl for the even modes
(with a plus sign inside the brackets), and Cn+ = sinkanl for
the odd modes (minus sign). Owing to symmetry, this is also
the value of the first integral in Eq. (46), and the remaining
integral amounts to

∫ l

−l
Ψ2

n (x)dx = ρa

(
l± sin2kanl

2kan

)
, (48)

where the plus and minus signs correspond to even and odd
modes, respectively. We can now redefine the basis (28) to

Ψ̂(0)
n = Ψ(0)

n /(((Ψn,Ψn))), (49)

and observe that

(((Ψn (x) ,Ψm (x)))) = δnm, (50)

when invoking Eq. (43).
As in Section IV, we replace again a part of the middle

slab by a third constituent whose shear stiffness is α; now,
however, we leave the location, say d, and length, say D−
d, of the replacement as parameters. Using the framework
developed in this Section, we can derive the eigenstates of the
perturbed Hamiltonian as an expansion about a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian with real parameters. Specifically, we have that

H(α,d,D) = H(0)+αH(1) (d,D) , (51)

where H(0) is diagonal with complex eigenvalues associated
with Eq. (43), and

H
(1)
nm =

∫ d

D
Ψn (x)

d2

dx2 Ψm (x)dx = k2
amρa

∫ D

d
Ψn (x)Ψm (x)dx,

(52)
is a complex asymmetric matrix Ĥ(1) that depends nonlinearly
on d and D. (The resultant closed-form expressions are omit-
ted here, for brevity). Notably, our developments further es-
tablish a platform for constructing degeneracies by real per-
turbations.

VIII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Motivated by the development of non-Hermitian quantum
mechanics and the transfer of concepts from quantum the-
ories to the macroscopic scale, we here revisit the connec-
tion between the time-independent Schrödinger equation and
the one-dimensional elastodynamics equation. Using a simple
transformation, we have first identified the term that appears
in the elastodynamics equation and absent from the quantum
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mechanics equation. This derivation allowed us to determine
the condition under which the two equations are equivalent.

Subsequently, we have showed the physical interpreta-
tion and application of different tools from non-Hermitian
quantum mechanics in elastodynamics, including the time-
independent Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory to cal-
culate the dynamic response of a finite elastic assembly; the
non-Hermitian formalism of this theory to determine the per-
turbation series radius of convergence and exceptional point
in the spectrum of the assembly; calculation of leaky modes
and energy decay in an open elastic assembly using the poles
of the scattering matrix; and the complex scaling transforma-
tion for establishing a basis from the corresponding divergent
eigenfunctions.

Importantly, we have introduced a framework to analyze
and design non-Hermitian degeneracies by real perturbations.
These degeneracies have great potential in applications such
as ultra-sensitive sensors and unidirectional energy scatterers,
for which our approach offers a way to access without the
need for gain or PT symmetry. As a concrete application,
we have demonstrated how an elastic slab assembly can func-
tion as enhanced mass sensor, when designed according to
our analysis to exhibit two degenerate shear states. Using al-

gebraic arguments and numerical calculations, we showed in
Section V how the mass responsivity of this sensor surpasses
the responsivity of conventional mechanical sensors owing to
the square-root topology near the exceptional point in its spec-
trum.

We expect that our simplified demonstration of the poten-
tial that the tools non-Hermitian quantum mechanics has in
elastodynamics will pave the way for further developments
in more complex, practical elastic systems. Examples include
periodic composites and homogenization [53–58], anisotropic
media [59, 60], and elastodynamics in higher dimensions [61].
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